Why I Reject Evolution!
Colossians 1:12-17

Jesus First Series Part 2

What I DO Believe…….
12 ……

He [God the Father] has enabled you to share in the inheritance that belongs to His people, who live in the
light. 13 For He has rescued us from the kingdom of darkness and transferred us into the Kingdom of His dear Son,
14 who purchased our freedom and forgave our sins. 15 Christ is the visible image of the invisible God. He existed
before anything was created and is supreme over all creation, 16 for through Him God created everything in the
heavenly realms and on earth. He made the things we can see and the things we can’t see—such as thrones,
kingdoms, rulers, and authorities in the unseen world. Everything was created through Him and for Him.
17 He existed before anything else, and He holds all creation together.
Colossians 1:12-17

The big question is----Did God make man in His Image or Did man make God up in his Imagination?
Evolution needs a lot of ____ & a lot of _____! Two tools of evolution are Natural Selection & Mutations (less)
Definitions—Macro & Micro Micro (small changes) are all around us but Macro is what I cannot support.
Finally, while Evolution needs a very old earth, an old earth does NOT mean Evolution occurred.

Three Reasons Why I Reject Evolution
1. Logical Reasons
Four Bridges that the Evolutionist Cannot Cross
Bridge # 1
_________________ to Living
20 Then

God said, “Let the waters swarm with fish and other life….birds…”22…..every sort of animal, each
producing offspring of the same kind….26Let us make human beings..”
Genesis 1
Two possibilities of Life from Non-Living
Spontaneous Generation or Divine Creation
“There are only two possibilities as to how life arose: One is spontaneous generation arising to evolution. The
other is a supernatural creative act of God. There is no third possibility…..Spontaneous generation, that life arose
from nonliving matter, was scientifically disproved 120 years ago [when Wall said this]—by Louis Pasteur and
others.” Dr. George Wall Professor Emeritus of Biology at Harvard University Nobel Prize in Biology in 1971

Bridge #2

Fixity of the Species

25 God

made all sorts of wild animals, livestock, small animals, each able to produce offspring of the same kind.
Genesis 1:25
Evolution needs “jumps” [mutations, transmutations] The lack of ________________ is a key problem here!

Bridge #3

The Second Law of Thermodynamics

22For

we know that all creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the present time.
Romans 8:22
In the beginning, Lord, you laid the foundation of the earth and made the heavens with your hands.
Psalms 102:25
11They will perish, but you remain forever. They will wear out like old clothing.
Hebrews 1:11
nd
Evolution basically says things left alone tend to get more ________. The 2 Law [& the Bible] do not agree.

Bridge #4

The Non-Physical Properties Found in Creation (music, art, beauty, worship, etc)

So God created human beings in His own image.

Genesis 1:27

2. Moral Reasons So God created human beings in His own image. [Said only of mankind not animals]
>
>
>
>

Man’s Intellectual Nature
Man’s Moral Nature
Man’s Emotional Nature
Man’s __________Nature

3. Theological Reasons

The Bible Does NOT teach Evolution but instead _________________! You can’t have it BOTH ways.
H. G. Wells, the brilliant historian [and to my knowledge was not Christian] wrote The Outlines of History,
“If all animals and man evolved, then there were no first parents, and no Paradise, and no Fall. If there had
been no Fall, then the entire historic fabric of Christianity, the story of the first sin, and the reason for the
atonement, collapses like a house of cards….. If there’s no creation, then you’ve ripped away the
foundation of Christianity.”

Conclusion—Evolution is NOT ______________. It is a belief system and I classify it as a religion or tenet
of atheism. Darwin wrote “Origin of the Species” and along with the other German philosophers
[Hegel Feuerback Marx Freud] we studied over the summer, they actually tell on themselves in their writings.
They did not want a God to be responsible to so they and others could do every perverted thing imaginable.
Well, look at our culture and we can see the result of adopting their philosophy.

Answers:

Time, Luck, Non-Living, Transitional
Forms, Organized, Worshipful,
Creation, Science
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